
EDGE

Detect Threats at  
the Perimeter
Our best-in-class security analytics combines perimeter 

telemetry with data access activity to detect and stop malware, 

APT intrusions, and data exfiltration.

Track suspicious activity
from the core to the edge
Edge analyzes metadata from perimeter technologies 

like DNS, VPN, and web proxies to spot signs of attack 

at the perimeter. We put perimeter activity in context 

with a user’s core data access activity, geolocation, 

security group memberships and more -- giving your 

SOC analysts cleaner, more meaningful alerts.

Analyze activity on perimeter 
devices including DNS, VPN, 

and web proxies.

Apply geolocation and  
threat intelligence to your 

security telemetry.

Track potential data leaks 
at the edge and attacks at  

the point of entry.
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Simplify  
security investigations
Edge takes the manual work out of investigations. 

Get everything you need for incident response in a 

single intuitive investigation screen.

Analysts can quickly see whether the user is 

accessing the network from a normal location (for 

them), if the account is privileged, if sensitive data 

was accessed, and if the event occurred during a 

user’s normal time window and more.

This context helps them determine whether 

an alert represents a real compromise or an 

insignificant anomaly.

Edge normalizes raw 
events so you don’t 
have to
Perimeter devices are verbose, usually out 

of order, and each device type and vendor 

writes logs in their own way. Security 

analysts should be spending time hunting 

threats, not fighting with log data. Edge 

cuts away the noise, giving you clean, 

human-readable events.
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Track potential data 
leaks at the edge  
and attacks at the 
point of entry

Edge can enrich abnormal data access alerts 

generated by DatAlert threat models by adding 

extra context from perimeter telemetry:

• Helen is accessing an abnormal amount of 

sensitive data on a file server

• She’s connected remotely from a device 

she’s never used before

• Her IP address indicates a suspicious 

geolocation

• Proxy events indicate she’s uploading large 

amounts of data to mega.co.nz

• Active Directory events point to a privilege 

escalation attempt
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Successful brute-force attack targeting a specific account

DNS cache poisoning
Abnormal DNS reverse lookup
requests to di�erent IPs

Atypical access to platform from geolocation

Encryption downgrade attack

Credentials stu�ng attack
from an external source

Security analytics for the entire kill chain
Automated threat models with DatAlert help detect brute force attacks, 

privilege escalation, lateral movement, malware, APTs, and more.

Integrate Seamlessly with your SIEM
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LIVE PRODUCT TOUR

Get complete visibility and 
control over your data.
See why more than 6,200 of the world’s best companies use Varonis 

to protect their data from insider threats and cyberattacks.

Know where your
sensitive data lives

Ensure only the right  
people have access

Detect and stop malware
and insider threats

Sustain a secure environment 
without manual effort
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REQUEST A DEMO

Scale, speed, agility
As the market leader, our data security platform  

scales like no other. Varonis has been battle-tested 

for more than a decade on networks with billions of 

events per day across petabytes of data. You won’t 

even know we’re there.


